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At the Heald Pond WOODS meeting, we want to educate our Account
Managers and Business Unit Managers on the principles, ideas, and
techniques of running businesses within Digital. Most people
have assumed that someone else is running the business model;
they have never looked at the overall picture and don't have
enough background to do so. Therefore, it is very critical that
we lead people through all the steps of running a Business Unit.
It is also important that we decide, ahead of time, exactly how
we want Accounts, Business Units, and Services to be run, and
tell them exactly what information they will have available to
run their Units.
At this preliminary session, we will have Professor Larry Selden
from Columbia University lecture us on some of the principles of
business. But I'd also like some preparation, by the responsible
executive, on six of the most serious problems we face at
Digital. The following is a list of the problems directed to the
people I'd like to prepare and present the answers:

I. COST OF ACCOUNT SELLING

It appears that the direct and indirect cost of selling
to accounts is overwhelming, and makes many accounts
that should be the most profitable actually unprofit-
able. I'd like Bob Hughes, Russ Gullotti, and Jim
Osterhoff to study a few of the most interesting large
and medium size accounts and consider all the selling
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costs incurred. Then I'd like them to propose how we
can change this to make these accounts profitable, if
they are not so. I/'d like all the actual costs, not
just with the bookkeeping that appears at present. This
should include all preliminary selling costs that might
take years, the cost of preparing a bid, doing the
design, consulting and educating.
I'd like to count the costs of making changes before and
after the contract is signed, the costs of changes and
correcting for things left out of the bid and the
specifications, and the costs after the product has been
delivered. What is the cost of making it work, even
when it is the customer's or third-party-software
company's fault? What is the cost of support after
delivery and after the system is working? What is the
cost of discounts and allowances to these customers?

I'd like them to propose the model that Account Managers
use in running their business and what information we
will give them to let them know about the profitability
of their accounts.

HIGH PRICES FOR RESELLERS

It appears, in order to cover the costs of Direct
Selling, we raise the prices on Indirect Sellers. The
discounts to Indirect Sellers should approximate all
Direct Selling's costs of selling and servicing. I'd
like Bob, Jay Atlas, and Jim to propose a discount for
Indirect Selling that equals all the selling costs in
Direct Selling, so that we can see what that model would
do for the Indirect business, and I'd then like to have
them propose a model for this business.

NO CHARGE FOR CHANGES

In our Systems Integration Business, much of our systems

business is not profitable because of our traditional
attitude of taking care of the customer, regardless of
what might go wrong. It is believed by some people that

we can make contracts and never charge for an increase
in the project's scope, changes, specifications,
and mistakes the customer or software supplier makes.
This, of course, is sure death for the Systems
Integration Business.
Most customers expect that after the contract is signed,

they will be charged for evey change, including removing
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the old part of the contract, and they will be chargedextra for adding a new part of the contract. If we
guarantee third party software and guarantee that wewill integrate it and make it work, we take on
obligations that may not be wise. If the customer picks
the third party software writer and they take the
obligation, they should be sure that they pay for anyextra integration charges we have.
I'd like Russ Gullotti to present a model of how we do
pricing for the Systems Integration Business with theidea that this model will also hold for systems doneoutside the Systems Integration group.
NAS

It is believed by some marketing and sales people that
with NAS we are promising, at no charge, to integrate
any third-party hardware and software that meets our
standards into any system that is based on one of our
CPUs, and we will do this at no cost to the customer or
the third party. It appears that we promise to do this
for anybody, anywhere, anytime, in any combination, and

still with no charge. I'd like Pete Smith and Dave
Stone to present the rules for using NAS. How do we
charge? What do we guarantee? And, in particular, what

is the model when we take on someone else's software and

hardware? How much extra profit is there in hardware
sales to help cover integration of someone else's
software and hardware?

RISC/UNIX TECHNOLOGIES

I'd like Dom Lacava and Kurt Friedrich, in just a half
hour, to outline our hardware and software technologyfor ULTRIX and RISC. Are we going to be able to keep up

with IBM's very large investments in this area?

SELLING VAX/VMS

IBM has now made mainframe computing a legitimate
segment of the computer business. It is not in
competition with UNIX, but it complements UNIX. We now
claim to be a legitimate mainframe supplier with
mainframe software, and with a number of very unique and
delightful advantages. We offer mainframe computing
from the desktop to the mainframe. We can do batch,
time-sharing, servicing, TP, and realtime. We can do
centralized and distributed processing. We can do a



glass house or we can do a few thousand remote offices.
At this preliminary WOODS meeting, I'd like Bill Demmer,Bill Heffner, and Bob Glorioso to spend a half hour
answering the question: Can we sell VAX/VMS againstIBM? Then, I'd like them to tell us how we can do it.
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At next week's WOODS meeting at Heald Pond, each major group is
going to propose how they are going to be the best in the worldin supporting the Accounts and the Business Units. This includes
Finance, Personnel, Manufacturing, Logistics, and the key Product
Engineering groups. Each group will propose how they will set
goals, do measurements and reviews, and truly set their aim to
making the Business Units and the Accounts successful. They will
also lay out their plan for benchmarking their activities in
quality, price, and time-to-market.
I'd also like some philosophical discussion of their view of the
manager's job. In Engineering, there is two extremely different
points of view of how to manage engineering. Today, one common
approach to engineering management is that the key job of the
engineering manager is to synthesize and announce the strategyfor their area. The other point of view is that the engineering
Manager's job is to manage. The strategy may already be fixed,
but sometimes the strategy should come from the Business Units.
Sometimes it should come from the Corporation. Most of the time,
the engineering manager, with this latter view, feels that it is
their responsibility to listen to all the experts, (which
sometimes takes forever, or sometimes seems like forever), to
listen to the Business Units, to listen to their own people, and
to sometimes call in outside experts. From this, they synthesize
a strategy and then lay out a plan, a budget, and a project
Management system and then manage the whole operation.
At the WOODS presentations, I'd like to have the engineering
managers propose what their way of managing will be. Will they
not manage until they themselves can invent the strategy and make
it elegant and simple, or will they at all times manage, and
while doing so, use all resources to synthesize a clear strategy
when necessary?
I will forever think that Bill Heffner is an excellent model of a
professional manager. He claims that he did nothing to develop



the strategy, he didn't invent the strategy, and he simply
managed it. This, of course, is an exaggeration, but there is a
lesson here.
Bill listened to the experts; he encouraged, developed, and
nurtured them, and kept them active by listening to them. From
this, there developed the detailed strategy which has been the
keystone of the Corporation.
At the same time, Bill laid out plans, budgets, and management
systems. He broke the job into pieces that each individual could
manage, operate, and be measured on. He developed the systen,
which he claims came from someone else, that said, every two
weeks, they would stop all work, put all the pieces together to
be sure that all the pieces did indeed work together. When all
the pieces did work together, they would go forward with
development.
To the dismay of the rest of the Corporation, he laid out a plan
and budget that was accepted and fixed, and one that the people
could work on, because of the formality of this budget, he could
not and did not allow the plan to be changed every time he met
someone in the hall who suggested that something should be done
differently. His plans were formally presented and formally
accepted. However, I do believe he would have been very open to
a formal proposal and a formal approval by the Corporation to
make a change. But, by having the formality and a management
system, he saved his people from all the changes that would have
happened every day when every customer in the Company wanted a
change.
Bill did follow the rule of completely free communications with
very formal decision making.

Gordon Bell was hardly a great manager, but he did listen to the
experts, and from that, formulated general strategies. He drove
people crazy because he didn't follow the strategies after he
formulated them, and he viewed large portions of his empire as
the enemy when they were not doing the latest project about which
he was excited. But he did listen to his experts. He did use
their advice and suggestions; they loved him, were loyal to hin,
and they defended him. And, in spite of Gordon's management
skills, out of this came some of the great strategies of the
Corporation.
we lost a lot of the formal and informal collecting of advice and
suggestions, alternatives and strategies. If you have a better
idea, let's present it at the WOODS meeting.
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Life is filled with paradoxes and working them out is the job for
the manager. If it were simple, we could do management by
algorithm and by computers.
Alfred Sloan, a patron,saint of Digital, in his original book

Units should have complete freedom to lay out ,their plans with no
interference from above." His second princip& was, "The
management should make sure that none of the Business Units get

laid down two princip In summary, the first was, Business

into trouble."
In one of his later editions, he said that after a number of
years, he realized that these were inconsistent with each other.
Now, I would say that the important message was that there is a
paradox, and the job of management is to live with the paradox
and make the system work. At Digital, we tend to make things
black and white and don't want to face the paradoxes. We hassle,
forever, looking for a system which is pure and simple, and with
no thought necessary. In fact, I think if someone looked at us
from a different planet, they would say we indeed want our system
run by computer. We want to lay out a system that will produce,
at the end, a number which tells how well someone has done with
no thinking on the part of anyone.

We put people in charge of Account managers, and we put people in
charge of Business Unit managers. We normally pay them in
proportion to the money they spend and the number of people they
can justify, and some of them are always arguing for more and
more authority because there is nothing useful they can do. Some



also tend to spend their time trying to improve the arbitrary
measurement they, or the Corporation, has set upon then,
regardless of whether it is for the good of, or against the good
of, the Company.

In the Account management/Business Unit management system that we
will use from now on, I'd like to hold the District and Regional
managers responsible for the quality and success of the plans.
I'd like to break the Business Units into six or eight groups and
have the person in charge of each of these groups be responsible
for the planning, wisdom, and thoroughness of plans. I want them
to report on the success of the plans of their Business Units or
their Accounts.

I, like Alfred Sloan, say the Accounts and the Business Units
have to be free, with no interference, to make their business
plans. Then I also say, the District managers, Regional
Managers, and the manager of groups of Business Units are
responsible for helping them and guiding them, making sure they
are profitable, and they report the results.
At the WOODS meeting, I'd like Dave Grainger to explain how he
will manage the Accounts in North America. This should be a

separate organization, separately budgeted, and separately
measured on a separate line on the P&L. I would like him to
spell out the jobs, the budgets, and what is accomplished by the
Regional and District managers, and, indeed, the Account
managers. Then I'd like three Regional managers to tell us how

they help and then, as an example, explain the worst and the best
Account teams in their area of responsibility. I want them to
know exactly what the plans are, what they are doing to improve
them, to make sure they are more complete, and that they will
exploit all the potential they have in the area.

I'd like to take two of the supervisors of groups of Business
Units, whose plans we will be presenting on Monday to the Board
of Directors, and have them explain to our group how they have

participated in the budgeting, what their goals have been in
educating, leading, and helping, and what their plans are in the
future for doing this. We will then have Regional, District, or
Account managers report once a month. We will have Business
Units, or their supervisors, report once a month on the plans and

the results for every Account and for every Business Unit.

We have three major problems that we should solve immediately.
We have to assume that we charge minimum prices for the hardware
and software that cover very little selling and very little hand

holding and consulting. The Account plan and the Business Unit
plan must budget how much of this free time we give the customer

and how we charge for the other things, and with the result, show

how they were profitable. As we hear Account and Business Unit
plans, the problem and solution to making money has to be made

clear because this is the key to turning the Corporation around.



The second problem we have to solve, instantly, is charging for
changes. Everyone else charges for changes; some people make all
their money on changes. Being nice people, changes are always
free, even when it means more equipment. The business plan has
to include a policy for charging for changes.
ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

I'd like Russ Gullotti to spend time explaining how, in each of
his areas of responsibility, he will have a profitable plan.
This is especially true of the Integration Services, Special
Services, and Software Consulting. How can he recover from the
contract which has been poorly done, and how can he have a plan
which makes profit on contracts from now on?

I'd like Harvey Weiss to lay out his plans to the group. Some of
his are easier, because every one in the Military and Government
business is in trouble and it is easier to analyze problems
because so many are caused by the customer. I'd like him to
break his business into pieces, and explain to us which ones he
will get out of and which ones he will grow.
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This memo is based on the belief that at the York, Maine WOODS

meeting we said we would break the Company into Business Units
that were organized by Application. We did not say that we would
assign all Accounts to Business Units.
We decided, a year ago, that we would organize the Field by
Accounts; that each Account would be quite independent, would be
entrepreneurial, and would be responsible for a budget that
justified expenditures on the Account by the promised returns
from the Account.

Early in the spring, at the York, Maine WOODS meeting, we decided
to organize the products in the Corporation into Business Units
(called Application Business Units) that would serve all the
Accounts.
The goal of breaking the products into Business Units was to
allow us freedom, entrepreneurial spirit, creativity, fast
decision making, and boldness such as our small competitors who
do not have the structure of a very large company to slow them
down, limit them, and discourage the entrepreneurial spirit. The
successful test of our organization will be measured by the
entrepreneurial spirit we encourage in Business Units.

Since York, Maine, we have simplified and expanded the structure.
The Field is still made up of independent Account teams. Each
one of these teams makes a budget, justifies expenditures, and
now is required to justify their expenditures by the profit they
make. We have expanded the Business Units to include not only

ToyTO:
:



the Applications but Computer Systems, Workstations, Desktop
Devices and Desktop Integration Services, VAX Computers, VMS
Software, the Service groups under Don Zereski, and the four
groups under Russ Gullotti. In other words, all the
Corporation's products will be on the list of Business Units.
Each Business Unit will have all the freedoms and
responsibilities of a small entrepreneurial business, but will
have a large sales force to sell through, and will have the
advantage of many of the resources of a large corporation. Like
a small business, each Business Unit manager will request funds
for their budget, justified by the profit they made in the past
and the profit they promise to make in the future. And, as with
a small business, they will report their results once a month to
their Board of Directors or, in this case, Digital's Executive
Committee.

The Business Unit will have all the tasks of a small business,
which will include all the things necessary to sell and deliver
the product for which the unit is responsible. This might
include the design, manufacture, marketing, and selling of the
product. The Business Unit will have the responsibility of
balancing all the expenditures ina business, with the price that
will be tolerated by the market, and the need to make a good
profit and justify future investment.

The Business Unit will have the responsibility to market their
product, whether it is ULTRIX, VMS, a vAx 4000, a VAX 9000, or an

Application. As with Kodak or Polaroid, the Business Units will
appear to be marketing to the customer, but their. major marketing
effort is to the organizations that sell the product. The
Business Unit will be sure that the customer understands, loves,
and trusts the product, and finds it easy to sell. They will
make sure the price list is simple and easy to use, the ordering
is very easy, and all follow up is automatically taken care of by
them. In summary, their job is to convince the sales people that
their product is the easiest to sell, the most satisfying and
rewarding, and the one the customers will be the most happy with.

As with a small business, each Business Unit will make a budget
and receive each month a P&L statement for each segment of their
business. This would include each Application they have
committed to from outside sources and each product which they
sell. Each month the Executive Committee will look over the
summary of these results and, at times, may want to ask for
details. Every product will be sold at a catalogue price fixed
by the Business Unit. If a Business Unit takes several products,
adds an application to it, and packages it to make a high profit,
this will make them particularly successful.

Sales people will have to make an estimation of how much sales
time and dollars were spent on each product.

In their budget, Business Units will pay for ACTs, DCCs, and



Application investments with third parties, and will have to
justify their existence in the return they receive.
It is assumed that each hardware and base software product will
be sold at prices which are fixed by the outside world, and,
therefore, have little money in them for other application costs.
This means that every Application will have to make a profit on
the application they sell. Business Units will be grouped into
two to six Business Units per group. These group managers will
meet once a week to take care of all conflicts in fixing prices
or in working together on any account.
Account teams are already grouped into Units or Districts. The
assumption is made that Account teams are competent, responsible,
mature, and trustworthy, and that they can make decisions about
their own business segment. This means that District managers
and Regional managers do not have to approve everything or
interfere with management of the Account. This leaves them free
to do training and to help in technical matters. It has been
proposed that Unit managers, District managers, and, indeed,
Regional managers be technical experts that can help, not only in
budgeting and management, but also in the use of all our products
in each account.
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The goal for Heald Pond is to set up an organization which will
give us the advantage of an entrepreneurship, one that is easy to
understand, and one that will cut out a lot of overhead and sell
a lot of products.
We also want to identify those problems which are sapping our
profit today and set about to solve them immediately. Sometimesit seems we make an organization change and we believe that, in
time, it will be clear to people that they are doing things
wrong. When this happens it is up to them to change it, and we
hope that after a year or two the problem will get solved, simplybecause of the accounting. This is, of course, foolishness and,particularly right now, we cannot wait for time to solve our
problems. We have very immediate problems and we should find
very immediate solutions.
We have, without a doubt, the best products and the best people,both in the Business Units and in the Accounts. We should bevery profitable even in a recession.



Here is my list of problems that I want solved at Heald Pond:

(1) Be sure there is a model for the Application BusinessUnits that proves we make money. There is very littleprofit left in hardware and software systems pricing tocover all the things we do in Applications. It is
probably the largest source of red ink in our P&Lstatement. We have to insist that every application and
every Application Business Unit makes a profit becausethere is no extra profit in the hardware and software.

(2) We do too many special things for the customer for free.This is becoming a larger and larger part of our cost.
Each Account has to have a plan that shows that sales
time, support time, planning and design time, bidding,installation, change notices, and correcting the
mistakes the customer or we make all fit into a plan and
make money. In that plan has to be our discount and
allowance schedule.
It seems clear we feel a necessity to also give a
discount to those customers to whom we have already
given away so much and are already losing money on.

It is said by many people in the Field that these
discounts are insisted on by the hierarchy in the Sales
department who have no profit responsibility. This
needs to be cut down to a very small number and theyshould not be allowed to insist on discounts when theydon't have the responsibility to make a profit.

(3) Our Enterprise Integration is not making money. We
cannot wait to experiment any more. We have to lay down
rules. We have to have a plan which will start making
money immediately and make money on those projects on
which we have already bid.
First of all, we have to charge for all changes. No one
makes changes for free. Secondly, if we are losing
money, we should go back to the customer and tell them
so. Most of them want us to make money on their
project. These projects are so important to them they
don't want a company that is losing money to be
responsible for a major portion of their corporation.If the word got out that we lose money on Systems
Integration, you can be sure we will get no more
business.

(4) In consulting, we should get extra money because of our
experience and our people's skill.

(5) Bidding Problem: It is still said that a large part of
our problem is tying the diverse Business Units together



into a bid. The way to take care of this is to have a
very formal reorganization such as we are now proposingfor Business Units. We have a long list of Business
Units. Each group of four or six Business Units will
have a manager. Every one of those managers will meet
once a week to resolve all questions about bids. If it
is critical we can get them together by telephone in one
day.
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At next week's WOODS meeting at Heald Pond, each major group is
going to propose how they are going to be the best in the world
in supporting the Accounts and the Business Units. This includes
Finance, Personnel, Manufacturing, Logistics, and the key Product
Engineering groups. Each group will propose how they will set
goals, do measurements and reviews, and truly set their aim to
making the Business Units and the Accounts successful. They will
also lay out their plan for benchmarking their activities in
quality, price, and time-to-market.
I'd also like some philosophical discussion of their view of the
manager's job. In Engineering, there is two extremely different
peints ef view of hew to mamage emgimeering. Today, one common

approach to engineering management is that the key job of the
engineering manager is to synthesize and announce the strategy
for their area. WThe other point of view is that the engineering
manager's job is to manage. The strategy may already be fixed,
but sometimes the strategy should come from the Business Units.
Sometimes it should come from the Corporation. Most of the time,
the engineering manager, with this latter view, feels that it is
their responsibility to listen to all the experts, (which
sometimes takes forever, or sometiilies
listen to the Business Units, to listen to their own people, and
te semetimes call in outside experts. From this, they synthesize
a strategy and then lay out a plan, a budget, and a project
management system and then manage the whole operation.

At the WOODS presentations, I'd like to have the engineering
managers propose what their way of managing will be. Will they
not manage until they themselves can invent the strategy and make

1.0.



it elegant and simple, or will they at all times manage, and
while doing so, use all resources to synthesize a clear strategy
when necessary?
I will forever think that Bill Heffner is an excellent model of a
professional manager. He claims that he did nothing to develop
the strategy, he didn't invent the strategy, and he simply
managed it. This, of course, is an exaggeration, but there is a
lesson here.
Bill listened to the experts; he encouraged, developed, and

Fromnurtured them, and kept them active by listening to them.
this, there developed the detailed strategy which has been the
keystone of the Corporation.
At the same time, Bill laid out plans, budgets, and management
systems. He broke the job into pieces that each individual could
manage, operate, and be measured on. He developed the system,
which he claims came from someone else, that said, every two
weeks, they would stop all work, put all the pieces together to
be sure that all the pieces did indeed work together. When all
the pieces did work together, they would go forward with
development.
To the dismay of the rest of the Corporation, he laid out a plan
and budget that was accepted and fixed, and one that the people
could work on, because of the formality of this budget, he could
not and did not allow the plan to be changed every time he met
someone in the hall who suggested that something should be done
differently. His plans were formally presented and formally
accepted. However, I do believe he would have been very open to
a formal proposal and a formal approval by the Corporation to
make a change. But, by having the formality and a management
system, he saved his people from all the changes that would have
happened every day when every customer in the Company wanted a

change.
Bill did follow the rule of completely free communications with
very formal decision making.

Gordon Bell was hardly a great manager, but he did listen to the
experts, and from that, formulated general strategies. He drove
people crazy because he didn't follow the strategies after he
formulated them, and he viewed large portions of his empire as
the enemy when they were not doing the latest project about which
he was excited. But he did listen to his experts. He did use
their advice and suggestions; they loved him, were loyal to hin,
and they defended him. And, in spite of Gordon's management
skills, out of this came some of the great strategies of the
Corporation.
we lost a lot of the formal and informal collecting of advice and

suggestions, alternatives and strategies. If you have a better
idea, let's present it at the WOODS meeting.
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Larry Selden challenged every one of us to be sure that all the
costs for all the services that fit into each Business Unit be
best in class or best in the world, and that in order to work
Business Units have to have a feeling of control over then.

It would be a catastrophe if the first thing we told Business
Units to do was to straighten out all engineering, manufacturing
and selling. Clearly, the first thing we ought to do is to set
about to make each one of these the best in the world at the same
time the Business Units are setting out to make their Business
units the best in the world. When we have succeeded in
organizing all parts of the company to a level approximating our
goal, then the Business Units can be in a position to pass
judgment and suggest what is needed for their improvement.

In order to accomplish this major first step in changing each of
the parts ef the Cempany that serve Business Units, we have to
make a majer step in imprevement. For the first night at Heald
Pond, I'd like for each ef these groups-to-spend twenty minutes,
or their plan and their goals of how

they-will be best in the world in serving the Business Units.

Jim Osterhoff to, first of all, explain his goals, make
an approximate commitment as to when he will accomplish
them, and let the group make suggestions of things that
may not be important or things left out that are
critical. I think finance should be broken into two
pieces; that group which collects data for the Annual

I. Most of the discussion was on finance. I would like



II.

IIl.

Iv.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Report and paying taxes, and that group whose sole goal
is to help Business Units and other services to run
their business. It is the latter that is of interest
for this meeting.
I'd like Bill Hanson to explain some of what he has
already accomplished. But, in more detail, explain how
he will make all parts of Manufacturing best in class
with measurements and benchmarks.

Then, separately, Bill should tell us how he is going
to take care of all the logistics that have frustrated
the Company in so many ways and which include order
processing, bid making, and instantaneous data to the
pocket computer held by every sales person.

I'd like Dave Grainger to simplify the organization and
separate out everything from Sales except account
management and its support. He should explain how he
will make that for best in class, how the organization
will support, help, educate, comfort, and challenge
account managers but still give them the freedom to be
truly entrepreneurial. He should set goals for the
cost of the overhead structure to support the accounts
and what the costs should be for the accounts, assuming
that many of the Services are budgeted and supplied by
the Business Units.
Pier Carlo and Dick Poulsen will propose how they will
do the same in other countries, how they will separate
out all those other functions we do in other countries
and apply in our financial statements what the extra
costs and what the markup is to cover them, and
indicate whether the markup covers the expenses with
something leftover or with a shortage. Today, it is
confusing to have the markup in the top line of the P&L
and the expenses that it justifies and that eats up
most of the markup down in a huge category called extra
overhead. If Dick and Pier Carlo can explain the
selling cost in the same simple way as Dave Grainger
should, it will be easy for us to understand and work
with it.
Bill Demmer will explain how VAX hardware and VMS

software will be best in class, price, quality,
features, inventiveness, creativity, and predicting
what is needed in the Field.
Dom LaCava (or Kurt Friedrich) will do the same for
ULTRIX.
Bob Palmer will explain his goals and dates for
Integrated Circuit engineering and manufacturing.



IX. We will have the same presented for Disk engineering
and manufacturing.
Grant Saviers' engineering will be included as part of
his Application Business Unit expenses.

We will not have time to have a long discussion of each one of
these topics, but we want a short, snappy, concise commitment as
to what will be accomplished for all the Services that support
the Business Units.
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There are two problems I'd like to solve at the WOODS meeting. I
have little interest in listening to consultants talk in
generalities about the future of business when they don't know
our problems. We have two problems:

1. We are the worst Company to do business with. Our
customers wouldn't have anything to do with us if they
had any choice. If they could get our products somewhere
else, they surely wouldn't suffer with Digital.
Our sales people are frustrated, overwhelmed with red
tape, rules, micro-management, and grossly inefficient.
Their motivation is unbelievable considering the
frustration they live with.

2. Thre uarters of our products never make a profit and
on't even return e 1 r investment.

SOURCES OF PROBLEMS

I think there are two things that cause our problems. First of
all, each group has their own set of measurements and goals which
are not consistent with the Corporate goals. For example,
Finance, Personnel, and Legal are out to save money regardless of
what it costs the Corporation. Finance, Legal, and sometimes
Engineering, feel their only goal is to keep us out of trouble.
They add red tape, overhead, rules, and micro-management with no
views to what this costs us. They are oblivious to the Corporate
goals. They are called "Sales Prevention Group" by sales.

At the Heald Pond meeting, I'd like to be sure we all work toward
the same goals.
Sometimes engineering groups feel they are measured solely on
transfer costs of the product they are designing and don't
believe that capital costs or time-to-market are their



responsibility. Finance thinks that twelve signatures makes them
safe from criticism, but what it does to the Company is not
considered.

Legal frustrates our customers so that they can avoid beingcriticized, but they don't notice the customers who never come
back to us.

MATHEMATICS OF MANAGEMENT

We often don't do the simplest of mathematics. For example, if
our new warranty program raised our prices five percent, but if
it takes 25 to 35 percent of the sales person's time to try to
manage it and causes them no end of frustration and
discouragement in the process and takes enormous overhead in
headquarters, the area, order processing, and in manufacturing to
handle it, what is the total gain to the Company? The customers
used to think our one-year warranty for everything was the
greatest, nicest, and simplest of anybody in the market. Now
many of them won't have anything to do with us. Our order rate
dropped last year probably because of this enormous complexity we
introduced into the system. Simple mathematics would have shown
that the gain we made by raising prices was overwhelmed by the
enormous red tape and frustration of sales people and customers
and the mistakes in making orders and bids.
We developed in sales itself enormous red tape generation and
micro-management in headquarters and areas. It seems like such
good business to have controls to tell everybody what to do, but
the cost to the sales people is so high and the frustration is so
great, what is the mathematics of the return for all of this red
tape, control, and frustration?
WHY WE DON'T SELL THREE QUARTERS OF OUR PRODUCTS

I propose that we only sell those products about which product
management is enthusiastic. Most of the products we do because
we have to do them, but there is little interest in the
Management. We also only include certain kinds of people. There
is no power supply, packaging, terminal or people with mundane
interests such as serial lines and ETHERNET.

The implied or explicit message from product management is that
they are interested in future things and are bored with the
products that we have to sell today is very clear to the field.
They study where the interest of management is and try to sell
those products.
I propose that if we study the products that did well and the
products that did poorly or sold not at all, we would conclude
that those products represented in Jack Smith's staff and those
products which were enthusiastically supported by Jack's staff
have done well. Those products which had no support in Jack's
staff and considered not of computer science interest to be



represented in Jack's staff or when Jack's staff is off and
interested in the future things and not on today's products,
those products did particularly poorly.
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There are two problems I'd like to solve at the WOODS meeting.have little interest in listening to consultants talk in
generalities about the future of business when they don't know
our problems. We have two problems:

1. We are the worst Company to do business with. Our
customers wouldn't have anything to do with us if they
had any choice. If they could get our products somewhere
else, they surely wouldn't suffer with Digital.
Our sales people are frustrated, overwhelmed with red
tape, rules, micro-management, and grossly inefficient.
Their motivation is unbelievable considering the
frustration they live with.

2. Three quarters of our products never make a profit and
don't even return their investment.

SOURCES OF PROBLEMS

I think there are two things that cause our problems. First of
all, each group has their own set of measurements and goals which
are not consistent with the Corporate goals. For example,
Finance, Personnel, and Legal are out to save money regardless of
what it costs the Corporation. Finance, Legal, and sometimes
Engineering, feel their only goal is to keep us out of trouble.
They add red tape, overhead, rules, and micro-management with no
views to what this costs us. They are oblivious to the Corporate
goals. They are called "Sales Prevention Group" by sales.
At the Heald Pond meeting, I'd like to be sure we all work toward
the same goals.
Sometimes engineering groups feel they are measured solely on
transfer costs of the product-they are designing and don't
believe that capital costs or time-to-market are their



responsibility. Finance thinks that twelve signatures makes themsafe from criticism, but what it does to the Company is notconsidered.

Legal frustrates our customers so that they can avoid beingcriticized, but they don't notice the customers who never comeback to us.

MATHEMATICS OF MANAGEMENT

We often don't do the simplest of mathematics. For example, ifour new warranty program raised our prices five percent, but ifit takes 25 to 35 percent of the sales person's time to try to
Manage it and causes them no end of frustration and
discouragement in the process and takes enormous overhead in
headquarters, the area, order processing, and in manufacturing tohandle it, what is the total gain to the Company? The customersused to think our one-year warranty for everything was the
greatest, nicest, and simplest of anybody in the market. Now
many of them won't have anything to do with us. Our order rate
dropped last year probably because of this enormous complexity weintroduced into the system. Simple mathematics would have shownthat the gain we made by raising prices was overwhelmed by the
enormous red tape and frustration of sales people and customers
and the mistakes in making orders and bids.
We developed in sales itself enormous red tape generation and
micro-management in headquarters and areas. It seems like such
good business to have controls to tell everybody what to do, but
the cost to the sales people is so high and the frustration is so
great, what is the mathematics of the return for all of this red
tape, control, and frustration?
WHY WE DON'T SELL THREE QUARTERS OF OUR PRODUCTS

I propose that we only sell those products about which product
management is enthusiastic. Most of the products we do because
we have to do them, but there is little interest in the
management. We also only include certain kinds of people. Thereis no power supply, packaging, terminal or people with mundaneinterests such as serial lines and ETHERNET.

The implied or explicit message from product management is that
they are interested in future things and are bored with the
products that we have to sell today is very clear to the field.
They study where the interest of management is and try to sell
those products.
I propose that if we study the products that did well and the
products that did poorly or sold not at all, we would conclude
that those products represented in Jack Smith's staff and those
products which were enthusiastically supported by Jack's staff
have done well. Those products which had no support in Jack'sstaff and considered not of computer science interest to be



represented in Jack's staff or when Jack's staff is off andinterested in the future things and not on today's products,those products did particularly poorly.
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I'd like to be sure that we walk away from Heald Pond Tent city
with a clear model of how we plan to run the business and how
each part fits together. Our problem today is that everybody has
a different model, and most groups are looking at it from their
point of view. Some are trying to avoid risk at all cost, to
keep Digital out of trouble; others are trying to save money at
all cost, and still others to develop technology whether the
customer wants it or not or whether or not we will sell it. Some
are trying to cut manufacturing costs regardless of what it costs
the Corporation, some are trying to grow, and some are trying to
cut costs.
We can't run the Company unless everybody has a common view and a
common model of the Company with clear Corporate goals that we
all work together on. I think the first thing we should do is
break them into groups. Each group should develop a model of the
Company for the next five years. This model can be very simple
and it can be a trivial spreadsheet that can be done manually
with only ten or fifteen line items, but it should be done for at
least five years.
I think you should ask everyone to take enough data with them so
their team can develop a model that will answer the major
questions of the Corporation.
Even though I believe a simple spreadsheet can be done manually,
we might get a lap top computer for every group and let them do
it by computer. The problem with that, of course, is that people
then try to add too much detail and then they don't have any
feeling for it. If it's done manually, it's kept simple and
doing the calculations gives them time for the model to soak into
peoples' heads.

I thinks it's clear that everyone agrees that the goal, from the
stockholders point of view, is that we should increase earnings
per share at the highest possible rate. Today, some people think



only of profit, and others think only of growth. A model spread
over five or ten years would demonstrate how these two fit
together.
Some product groups feel they should spend 30 percent of their
sales in R&D and enormous capital, but they see no obligation to
grow. A model would demonstrate the wisdom of this strategy.
Some people don't have a feeling for the cost of capital and a
model spread over several years would give a good feeling for
this if people have the opportunity to let it soak in and become
part of their everyday thinking.
Some people still think we get more sales by hiring more sales
people, beating on them, setting higher goals, punishing them,
and motivating them by things like DECathlon. I'd like part of
the model to identify what things make sales efficient and
productive, and what is the cost of red tape, controls,
micro-management, tedious approvals and more tedious information
in order to make proposals. I'd like the model to demonstrate
what it cost to gamble on the honesty, integrity, motivation, and
wisdom of our sales people as compared to not trust them,
demotivate them, beat them, threaten them, and hire more to get
more sales.
I'd like in the model for people to demonstrate what they feel is
the importance of education and product knowledge in the sales
operation. Is threatening and bribing more important than
knowledge?
I'd like also to build into the model a test of the various ways
we do engineering. We all assume and take for granted that we

have to have clearly-specified Corporate goals for engineering,
and we have to have very clear standards so that everything we do
fits together. It is also assumed that we won't sell two
products that do the same thing, even though it is not
unreasonable to develop two products that do the same thing s0
long as we won't go into production with two.

The question then is: What is the best way to get the highest
productivity in engineering? Do engineers work best when they
are continuously politicking for their budget because it is
perpetually in danger all year long? Do they have to go to every
possible meeting and present their pitch to every possible group
so that their budget won't be pulled out from under them?

Do the senior people have to attend many meetings every week as

part of their duties, and if they do, is the content of these
meetings pertinent to their job?

In engineering projects, what is the relationship between genius
on the part of the leader, and team-building where the genius is
encouraged in all the workers?



Digital has had great experience in 32 years of motivating
engineering and a number of bad examples of catastrophes in
building the model of what we believe the optimum way of running
engineering.
I think every person should fill out a questionnaire before they
go and keep it there as a record, and we should also keep a
record as part of the minutes. The questionnaire should include
questions such as: What is the market open to us for our 2000,
3000, 6000, and AQUARIUS machines? What is the market available
for us in small business, OLTP, database machine, office, office
LAN, factory, banking, insurance, etc?
Then each group should consider the questionnaire that their
members have each filled out and decide what they think our goal
should be as far as capturing the market share which is open to
us. If there is only seven percent market share available to us,
that's one thing; if there is only seven percent growth available
to us each year because of market limitations, that's another
thing; and, if there is three or four hundred percent available
to us, our model should show what the limiting factors are and
then, of course, when we come back to the group, we should
consider each factor and decide how we take care of these.
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Here are three statements of the corporate problem.
I. Many Digital employees are under employed, do not have

clear goals, and do not have problems they can work on.

I refuse to make a John Aker's type statement that they
are lazy because it is clearly managements' fault when
people do not have work to do.

II. A grossly simplified statement of our operations would
be:
We spend $1.5 billion on product development and do not
get our moneys worth and do not sell products worth $1.5
billion in development.
We spend even more on marketing our products.
In sales, we spend equal to the sum of both product
development and marketing, but our sales people and
customers do not understand our products. Our products
are hard to configure, and they are hard to bid. Our
strategy is not clear and our capabilities are not
understood.
First of all, this is an accusation against our technical
development because development is done without plans for
marketing, training, teaching and propagating our
products and strategies. It is also an accusation
against marketing because marketing does not accomplish
marketing. It is an accusation against sales because we
have an expensive sales force who are not educated and
knowledgeable.

Ko
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In the great days of Digital, when we had growth of 30%,
40% and 50% a year, we were a marketing company and our
goals were primarily to clearly understand the
applications and the industries of the 30+ Product Lines
in which we invested. We truly were experts and did niche
product, niche applications and all the little details
necessary to take care of the customer. We also had great
computers, great architecture, great networking, but we
never had the fastest nor did we have the cheapest
computer.

Today, we say we cannot win unless we are the fastest and
the cheapest, and we have so much to invest in
architecture, therefore, we have no money to be experts in
applications and have to buy the expertise outside.
There are two problems with this. First of all, it is not
clear that the customer wants to buy from a hardware
company who claims no responsibility or expertise in the
application, and it is not clear that it is economical to
pay for all the marketers and all the sales people, andtell them that we cannot afford to make them experts.
Our organization chart does not make sense. Pier Carlo
does everything for Europe. He is our politician, our
strategist, our spokesman, and he runs everything himself.
He has no chief of operations and this is definitely not
the way to run a large operation.
Jack Smith also has a large number of people working
directly for him, and he needs someone to advise and help.
Dom LaCava has one person running the UNIX software
business, and under Don Gaubatz, there should be three or
four people for each project, each of whom feels they are
a Business Unit.
With a small number or very strong minded senior managers
within the Company, it is currently observed within the
Company, by teachers and consultants from outside, that
young people are afraid to speak up and express their
opinion. In spite of the New Management System, it is not
unknown for senior people to still assume they have
arbitrary power over the Business Units that are under
them, or that they can, in fact, take people into their
group with their budget, then eliminate that product line
and take the budget for their own goals.
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The Heald Pond meeting was good. I think there is a place for
small meetings and big meetings. The one common observation is
that in both cases, we should only use them to face hard
questions and get hard answers, and not leave until we have
accomplished this.
I was worried about this large meeting, with almost fifty people,
because it is hard to discuss tough questions. However, I
concluded, like the meeting on the New Management System we had a
year ago, it is important to get a diverse group together in
order to have them take part and to really understand and learn
the decisions, the goals, and the plans. When we get a small,
meditative group together, the results are often good. However,
all too commonly, nothing happens because the communication of
that message never gets through to the rest of the organization.
In a meeting like this, where there are a few people from Europe,
some from GIA, a number from the U.S. Field and other groups,
there is enough diversity to get a feeling for the problems and
the ambitions.
The Company is also filled with staffs laying out rules,
regulations, documents, plans, schedules, disciplines, etc. All
they see is their narrow view of the world, the regulations they
have to impose, and the people they have to control. I think
having some of them exposed to the rest of the Company does help.

I do not think we planned this meeting well. We did not outline
the hard questions, nor did we communicate decisions we needed
made. Instead, in our planning, we tended to have some of the
best of the groups report and ask the larger group for comments.



We could have done this in a hotel some where. What people liked
and felt was satisfying was when we said: "Oh no, that is not
the question. Here is the tough question." And we then arguedit out. I think people would have been bored and the meeting
would have been a failure if we had limited it only to making
comments on well polished presentations from very successful
groups.
Before any WOODS meetings, I propose at the last minute we say:
"Here are the tough questions, here are some of the choices, and
here is what we will come back with." If this is not organized,
we should cancel the WOODS meeting.
On the other hand, except the small, meditative ones, I think we
should plan as much as possible for all WOODS meetings to have a
cross section of people from Europe, GIA and remote parts of the
Company. Today, Europe and GIA are so isolated from the U.S.,
and parts of the U.S. are also very isolated. I think getting a
few people involved makes an enormous contribution.

Unfortunately, I was the one to stir things up. Everyone there
wanted to present the status quo and defend it. They wanted to
look for decisions, but they did not want to really take anything
hard, and when questions did come up, the answer always was, "My
staff will look into that."
Here are some of the more obvious questions that came up and to
which I think we should just go ahead with the obvious solution:

I. DESKTOP STRATEGY AND MARKETING

We have one group doing PCs, another group doing VAX
workstations, or UNIX workstations, and another doing PCs
for business. No one in particular is doing timesharing.
we have networking spread between John Rose and NAC.
Everyone tells the salesperson and the customer that what
they have is the best in the world. However, no one has
a consistent story of the customer's needs for the
salesperson, whether it a be tiny number of things in
terminal mode, or the most complex, large, high-speed
network. No one can tell them why they should be all
terminals, PCs, workstations or a combination. No one
tells them what they should use and what software is
available. We are definitely many companies, each
competing with each other, and no one wants to integrate
because they may lose their own independence. The
salesperson has to figure out the integrating picture,
but no one in Marketing is going to help them. We do not
do that kind of marketing.

II. The New Management System I propose makes the
organization obvious. Each of the people who now claim
responsibility for making the world go all their way are
really Product Business Units. They should document
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their products, but there has to be a corporate,
maWketing team. This should not

teams. It should be a very
T ey should present the picture
#1, and Pathworks, ALL-IN-1,

PCs, workstations, etc. We
covers everything.

very-high-level, desktop
be one more of Pete Smit
senior, separate group.all the way from FDDI,
terminals, Apple computersshould have one story whic
Our message should be thaf,we can do anything Sun can do,
or we can do anything can do. Our message should
be that we guarantee desktop networks that work and do
not cannibalize themselves.
The Field started to present a new system for eliminatingarbitrary, stupid, big company discounts. However, they
were not brave enough to say they are going to cut the
price and get rid of the discount. Instead, they had to
develop long, complex methods with exceedingly
complicated techniques of telling the customer and the
salesperson they might get the discounts back if they
promise things. This was the result of Digital's way of
turning everything over to staff to develop. One just
knows that when staff develops something, it has to get
complicated with volumes of rules, regulations and
controls.
Last year, when we said the New Management System was
simple and we would trust the account manager,
immediately people said, "Great, but here are the volumes
of rules for them; here is the staff to watch them and
protect the Company from them; and here are the
procedures they need to make decisions and to get
resources."
A staff's motivation is to make sure they have control
and that people do things according to rules and
regulations. Even though the people making the rules and

They did not mind the person doing these things, but they
now do not want the salesperson to do it unless they go
through an infinite amount of detail and an infinite
amount of education on finance.

regulations have no experignce and no responsibility,
they feel they have and allowance decisions they made

The account should understand the simple terms: the cost
has to be less than what they get, and the difference is
profit. They have to learn more than this, but above
all, this is what they have to know. Then they can go
run their business.
The third area people continue to talk about is that they
think we do not have a problem because everyone 15
working together, everything is beautiful, and we are
making a lot of money on EIS. However, there is a



problem marketing EIS.
People say everything is working out well and EIS does
everything. They understand everything to do with the
products and they are in complete control. They also sayPete Smith's marketing groups are in control, and they
work together nicely, and they do not want anything
changed. In spite of the fact that people do not want to
consider change and do not want to organize it, it is
very clear we have two people doing the same thing in
each space. They work together, but without any
Organization, and we are not making money.

I use the example of Abbott Weiss. EIS says they look at
everything they have done in retail before they do a job.
They have it all under control. They do not need a
full-time marketer on retail. Pete's people say Abbott
has not accomplished anything yet, but he is new on the
job, so do not complain. When he is organized he will
know everything and do everything.
From my point of view, we have two groups marketing the
same job. EIS markets everything together as one big,
uniform glob. I cannot instantly find out how all retail
jobs have done financially, or about growth or profit,
nor can I instantly get an EIS retail conversation
going. There is no one working full-time, day or night,
worrying about retail. There is no one visiting
customers or understanding them. But, from an EIS point
of view, they are doing a great job. However, from a
scheduling, project management and quality point of view,
they are not worrying full-time about retail.
Abbott, meanwhile, is worrying about retail, but there is
no particular reason why EIS has to tell him about the
jobs they are doing. He is in the same area. They love
each other and help each other, but no one in EIS is
doing the market definition, market exploitation, and
market growth, and no one is showing the market love.
Abbott is trying to do it from a distance.
It is clear, at least to me, that there has to be one
person in charge of retail marketing for the whole
systems business. This is not to encroach on EIS. EIS
designs, builds, makes run, and guarantees retail
systems. This retail marketer does all the traditional
marketing and takes full responsibility for our share of
the market, and indeed, its profitability. They also
define the missing technology, the available components
and all the software we are not using.

There were two issues we did not go into. The first one is
training. Right now, we leave training up to many staffs, each



of which is to get their share of training and to make sure theymaintain their overhead structure and their own tradition.
We need to arrive at a point where training is not integrated by
many staffs. It should be integrated at a corporate level to
make sure it is logical, simple and straightforward. We should
be sure the Field does not spend all its times being trained on
reward systems and techniques to encourage the customer to buy
things in ways which will give them more discounts. Instead, we
should develop sales teams expert in the customers' needs.

The other thing we did not get into is how we should assign
responsibility for timesharing. Timesharing is a major business
we have left with IBM because we are embarrassed by the old
technology. However, if we got back a small fraction of what we
left with IBM, it would be a major business for us. We should
swallow our pride and sell what the customer wants. The only way
to do this is to assign someone to develop the product and
prepare it for market.

We should be sure we have a high-level desktop marketing person
in the Company. One can imagine the frustration the salesperson
or customer has if they try to find out all we have to offer on

for every engineer in the world.

the desktop. One has
numbers and then get ei through ten different telephone

desk for word processing, mail, and
computations. We sh ld be the heroes to integrate all of this
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We have had three revolutions at Digital. The first was when we
were about five years old. We had done well, we seemed to be
profitable, and we were growing fast.
At first, it was easy to keep a team spirit because we were
small. In time, everyone wanted to be a boss and spend money,
but without the responsibility. We ran the Company with a
committee of about twenty people, all of whom had ideas for
spending money, and I was the only one with an overall view to
make a profit. They thought I was a dictator, and they
complained to the Board of Directors. I could see we were in
trouble and I talked to General Doriot about selling the Company
to Singer.
Instead of selling the Company, we divided it into Product Lines,
each of which ran their part of the Company as if it were a
business. Everyone was against the idea. The Board was againstit because we were very profitable. One of the Directors
threatened to sue me for pulling a fraud on the public. General
Doriot said he supported me in anything I did, but he lectured me
on why it would not work. Everyone thought they were demoted and
many of the senior people quit because they refused to take
orders from a manager younger than themselves. However, the
result was that they were the stingy ones who had to meet a
financial plan and I could be more or less the good guy. We had
many years of tremendous growth, large profits, and we filled the
world with computers.



The second revolution came after years of great success with the
Product Lines. Many of the leaders felt the success was due
solely to their genius and efforts. Mathematically, results
cannot be solely the result of many people's work, but the
blindness which comes from many years of success in watchingone's Product Line grow by a factor of one hundred or five
hundred can easily distort one's view. They got to the point
where they were competing more with each other than with the
outside world and there was no communication between themselves
or with Engineering.
I then announced we would abolish Product Lines and the whole
Company would work together as a unit. From this came the theme:
"One Company, One Strategy, One Message."
This theme did not mean we would only sell VAX and VMS. It did
mean that every unit of the Company would work together. Almost
all of the Vice Presidents quit. The world thought Digital had
collapsed. Each one of the people who quit could not imagine
that I would be so disrespectful as to expect them to work
together and with others. It was inconceivable anyone as great
as they could be asked to cooperate with others. My old friends
left and continued to bad mouth me for years because of this.
The "One Company" strategy worked beautifully. In just a few
years, we became a significant player in the computer industry
and were acknowledged as a worthy competitor to IBM.

Alas, with only a small number of years of success, we need
another revolution. This time, all people are nice--no
traditional prima donnas and no unpleasant personalities--but, we
are not working together, and we clearly are not oriented to take
care of the customer's needs.

The question to be asked today is: "If we do so well not working
together, would we not do great if we worked together?"
The problems we have today are:

(1) We have taken decision making away from the myriad of
people who want to do things, with the result that we
have thousands of very seriously under-employed people.

(2) We are grossly uncompetetive because every group
measures themselves within self-defined limits which
make them look very good.

(3) The organization is not clear. A lot of people claim to
have authority over everything but there are vast areas
for which no one is clearly responsible or reporting on.



The New Management System claims to encourage people to proposeprojects and take responsibility for them. The traditional
management, which is very top-down, still does not encourage thisbecause their projects take up all the money the Company canafford.
The obvious solution is to define benchmark costs as everythingfor which someone is responsible and to ensure all costs areincluded in the benchmark.

(I lost track of my logic and will continue this later.)
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THE FIRST STEP

The first step in the New Management System, Phase II is to
develop a simple but careful definition of how each part of each
organization fits into the delivery of products to the customer.
If you ask anyone on the outside how one should work with a
company, they would normally say that the sales person is the
basic source of information as to what problems the customer
wants to solve. Marketing would traditionally formalize and
organize these needs. The product people, or technologists,
would propose technical solutions. These solutions would only be
complete if every piece of hardware, software, and systems
engineering was done so the customer or Digital could deliver the
solution.
In the great days when we had twenty or thirty Product Lines,
each serving a group of customers, it was their job to organize
the customer's needs as seen through the sales people, and to
ensure we had a complete set of products. Since we dropped
Product Lines, it appears to our Board of Directors that we have
dropped any organized approach to meeting customer needs and
instead spend almost all of our budget on technologies which do
not necessarily fit together and clearly are not aimed at those
needs. Our budget requests to the Board seem randon,
disconnected, and not aimed toward the customer. The Sales
Department, at a huge expense, somehow, with a little help from



the product people, has to deign solutions with components fromDigital and outside companies.
The Board of Directors would like to see our organization in
perspective to determine how things fit together. When the Boardlistens to some of the major product groups, it seems their goalis are clearly to do things the way they always did and not to
change. They measure themselves by being the fastest, with the
lowest price for the box they define as their responsibility.There is little effort to make even the box easy to understand
and sell, or something for which it is easy to train the sales
people.
Sometimes, the product groups appear to sell concepts such as NAS
and Open Systems. These concepts are great and better than
anyone else in the industry, but, most of the time, they are of
no help in solving the customer's problem. We need to clearly
present an organization chart to the Board (even though we do it
largely for our own use) to show how things fit together, and we
have to make a clear statement of each group's goals and how theyfit in with serving the customer, particularly when the customer
is an in-house group who is going to integrate the product into
their product. Marketing groups have to make simple statements
to define their job and specify clearly the marketing jobs they
are not doing.
If I were to make goal statements for various groups, I would
say: the NAC group's goal is to sell expensive, high-profit,
obsolete products in order to justify expenditures and esoteric
engineering.
I would say the CPU group's goal is to make fast and cheap
computers with little help in making them into systems that would
do things, and with no goal to make the system cost competitive,
only their component.
A simple statement for most marketing groups would be that they
want to do those interesting things they call marketing, without
having to learn the products and technologies, or to be expert in
the needs of the customer, and they want to spend money on
advertising, which can be done with no knowledge at all.
Services enjoys the inefficiencies of the systems we build
because they can charge a lot for finishing the job.
Sales is devastated because of lack of training and education,
but they have to design systems with what is available and lose
market share in most areas.
The Sales Department has grown huge because it had to build up
marketing, engineering, and technology experts to compensate for
the lacks in products coming from the product people.

Today, the challenge is: How do we build an organization in
which every person serves the customer, even if it is the Sales



Department, and how do we present this to the Board of Directorsso they can put our budgets into perspective during the months of
August and September?
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Phase I of the New Management System has done well in getting
people oriented toward making profit in those areas where they
add value for the customer and to separate all those things we do
which do not add value to anything.
We decided that every quarter we will update the remaining three
quarters of the budget and add one quarter, so that at the start
of every quarter we have a four-quarter budget. It has been
requested that sometime we add two quarters to this, so that at
all times we have a budget which encompasses a fiscal year.
However, we will not do this at this time.

In August and September, we will do the budgeting so that toward
the end of September we will develop a budget for the next four
quarters.
Bill Strecker and I are developing a list of expert committees to
be a board of directors for various parts of the Company. These
committees will be supportive. They will have long term
responsibility and they should not have the terrifying effect STF
had on many projects. These committees will take part in helping
the definition of a project at its start and will review the
budgets in detail at budget time. They will tell the Executive
Committee or the Board of Directors their points of view on
questionable items, and like any board of directors, they will
not take part in detail management but will share the
responsibility.



PART I OF PHASE II
The primary change in Phase II is in the definition of
benchmarking. The main contribution of Phase I was to get each
part of the Company oriented to make profit on the costs theyincur. The goal of Phase II is to make everyone realize theirbenchmark costs include all the costs for which they are
responsible, even though they are in someone else's budget. Thishas been a problem in the Company for fifteen years or more and
we now have a simple mechanism for taking care of it. I thinkalmost every part of the Company has this problem. Each personwants to define their responsibilities in a neat, simple way.But, if everyone defines their benchmark very narrowly and leaves
the implication that all the other costs are someone else's
responsibility, there is a huge amount of expenses which peoplepolitely, or impolitely, imply is the responsibility of the other
spendthrift.
Normally, these decisions basically are made early in the food
chain, which means our product generation makes most of the
decisions, and most of the costs end up at the end of the food
chain, which is the Sales Department.
In Phase II, our benchmark costs will be the total cost incurred
in building, ordering, delivering, installing a complete system,
and making it run. Traditionally, engineering managers allowed
or encouraged their engineers to benchmark themselves on the
basic, simple box, with the result that very expensive, in fact,
very, very expensive, services had to be added, but were never
realized by the designer. For example, workstation designers are
encouraged or allowed to measure themselves on the basic CPU box.
This turns out to be a small fraction of the costs incurred by
the decisions involved in the decision making.
The costs of the CPU box might be less than $2000, but the cost
of Ethernet adapters, sidecars, super boxes, cables, add-on
modems, tape boxes, and other peripherals, plus the cost of
configuring, bidding, ordering, order processing, shipping,
straightening out mistakes, opening cardboard boxes, reading
directions, putting it together, installing software, making it
work, straightening out mistakes, means the cost to Digital and
the cost to the customer is many times over the part on which
engineers measures themselves and which the group calls their
benchmark price. Yet, all the decisions about how it is going to
be packaged, plus all the costs for making special design boxes
for the pride of the engineer are encouraged by the engineering
manager.
Product people in engineering claim first call on a budget. They
claim they are the ones to make all the decisions. They also are
very critical of the high cost of the service and of selling, and
all the overhead which comes from Manufacturing. In Phase II of
the New Management System all of the costs incurred by
engineering decisions, including all of the tooling, inventory,



and disposing of unused inventory, come about because everythingmechanical which is done special for every job, will be Clearly apart of the benchmark cost.
The idea that systems engineering will be done after the fact bycommittee and academics will take years and years of committee
meetings if we encourage the engineer to build irrevocably""unsystemness" into their products.
This change will be hard because engineers have refused toconsider serial lines as part of their responsibility and in the
past this was often one of the most expensive parts of our
product costs. Even today, engineers refuse to know thedifference between RS 423 and DEC 423 and the elegant features of
DEC 423 and why it is a Company standard. They also refuse to
understand why we use ThinWire and why it is so much more elegantthan any other way. Costs to the Company and costs to the
customer is not one of the factors they look at today. It is
often a matter of pride not to use what another part of the
Company has decided upon.
The competition for products will be the Dell Model. In the Dell
Model, everything is built into one box, including the software,delivered ready to open and ready to be plugged in, with all the
costs of "systemness" incurred by the engineering product group
who has to understand everything from serial lines to Ethernet,
to all the costs of designing one more cable into the system.
Today, Digital has better concepts than anyone in the industrywith NAS, Open Systems, networked supplied software, where
customers pay real money for real problems to be solved on real
equipment, and sometimes we are like the preacher who is said to
have been so heavenly minded he was of no earthly good.

Probably the payoff in Phase II will most significantly end up in
product generation groups, but the same will be done in every
group in the Company. Where a group makes the commitment for an
expense, it becomes part of their benchmark price.
PART II OF PHASE II
Part I of Phase II of the New Management System says we will
charge to the benchmark price athing for the whole Company and identify
those things for which no one claims responsibility but must be
part of a manufacturing company such as ours.

PART III OF PHASE II
Gordon Bell invented a new way of doing engineering. He called
it "division of labor," where we had experts doing each part of
engineering, just like some think Henry Ford did in his
production line.
In a new MIT study on the automobile industry entitled, "The



Machine that Changed the World," they came to an obviousconclusion. Henry Ford did what we would call "systemsengineering." He had standards and he developed a system of
measurements so components would fit together without hand filingand adjusting, and his cars went together cheaply, quickly, and
very reliably. His system worked long before the days of the
assembly line, and it revolutionized manufacturing, even when
they were building one car at a time with one team doingeverything.
One of the Japanese's contributions was to free the world from
the traditional assembly line--where one person does one
thing--by giving people broader responsibilities such as,
pressmen who made sheet metal parts would also change and adjustthe dyes.
It might be American managers who feel they could do everything
and include systemness and all the planning. However, it is much
more efficient if people on the line do the thinking and take
responsibility. I think the same is true with marketers and
engineers. The reason many of them feel under employed and
unchallenged, is that so many bosses think they can do the whole
job for everyone.
PART IV OF PHASE II - LEARNING AND TEACHING

By policy, we say we only have enough money for architecture, so
we cannot make experts nor can we afford to do niche products,with the result that we have thousands of marketers, thousands of
engineers, and even more thousands in the Field to whom we pay
salary and overhead and who are often under employed, and we tell
them we cannot make them expert or give them responsibility.
We have marketers who know nothing about our products. They have
never built anything, so do not understand them, but they want to
be told in twenty-five words or less what NAS or Open Systems is,
and then they will market it.
We have engineers who have not learned anything new about the
expensive part of our machines in the last fifteen years, and
have no system for estimating cost and no feeling for project
management systems.
The product people feel no responsibility for teaching marketing
or completing the documentation on the products they design.
They feel no responsibility for teaching the sales people how to
design, configure and bid, or to help the customer understand the
whys, wherefores and advantages of our products.
PART V OF PHASE II - PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORTING SYSTEM

Our lack of systems for project management devastates
interpersonal relationships in getting jobs done. It is believed
that any manager can drop any commitment for any project if they



feel there is something else they would rather do, if they do notfeel the commitment is in their long term interest, or if a moreinteresting project comes along.
The second problem is that, too often, what people think to be a
commitment was not understood as a commitment. Someone might saythey were told about something from another person while passingin the hall, but they would say they never agreed to it.
The third problem is that it is believed Jack Smith's staff willarbitrarily cut projects from the budget within the year withouttelling or involving the customer for the project.
Because we are a large company with many interdependencies, we
need a system which is straightforward. If we sell something to
a customer which is dependent on a project, we obviously cannotleave it up to a whim or a misunderstanding. If someone has a
product which is dependent on projects done by other groups, theyobviously have to be able to trust them without continuouslypoliticking for the group's interest.
In the New Management System, Phase II, we will budget everysingle project, whether it be approved or unapproved. We will
report every week on the effort and dollars spent on every
project.
When we have the computer system, we will automatically report to
each customer of each project each week. But, until then, wewill leave it to the responsibility of the controller doing the
work to report to each customer when work stops or changes or
starts to fade away. Each month, each project manager will give
a status and schedule report of those projects to their
customers.

Projects, and budgets for projects, are considered sacred unless
they are formally changed.
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In starting Digital thirty-four years ago, the motivation was to
try to copy the fun, excitement, productivity and creativity
experienced at the MIT Computer Laboratory started by Jay
Forrester and Bob Everett. The Laboratory was paradoxically a
combination of extreme discipline and extreme freedom. There
were detailed technical standards which one had to follow exactly
to ensure everything fit together. There were methods of doing
engineering and documenting projects, and, even in an
organization like MIT where people worked strange hours, this
Laboratory was expected to work from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
every day.
Yet, people had extreme freedom in their projects. They were
theirs; they proposed and they did. There was a very critical,
academic attitude, but people were free.
Out of this came the basis for modern computing: the mini
computer, the PC, interactive computing, realtime computing, and
the idea of making very simple logic with very complicated
circuits, in a time when all computers were very complicated but
had trivial circuits. Out of this group came local area
networks, wide area networks, CRTs as we know them today, and
many of the software helps to write software.

One might say the Laboratory--and Digital when we tried to follow
it--was run in the way we believe our society should be run:
great freedom, and yet all the discipline necessary to make the



society work. We say we believe in the freedom to try manythings, to take risks, and to develop and motivate individuals totake responsibility. However, it turns out this is a veryunnatural way of managing a country or a business.
The natural way would be for the boss to make all the decisionsand tell everyone exactly what to do. Clearly, this is the mostefficient way. It saves all the mistakes made by individuals whohave freedom, and efficiency is the most important thing because
people are always in a hurry to get somewhere.
It is intuitively obvious that farms would be much better run
centrally planned than with the randomness of a large number offarmers doing their own thing. Clearly, one could never besuccessful feeding New York City with random suppliers. Thingswould be out of control. Obviously, this enterprise could onlybe done with very thorough planning and control.
It is equally obvious a company cannot be run by individuals; it
has to be run by very careful, central planning. So many falsestarts and so many mistakes are made when individuals are givenfreedom. All this wasted effort could be avoided if the correctdecision is made and followed from the start.
But alas, countries that do central planning and avoid givingsmaller groups the freedom to plan and take responsibility have
not done well in the modern world. Companies doing top-down
Management, with very careful central planning and with central
decision making, have not kept up with smaller companies that
give people the authority, freedom and responsibility to do the
work.

Democracies and level organizations who think they have this
freedom are always in danger of losing it to staff members who
claim to make decisions. This is sometimes even more destructive
because there is no responsibility for the decisions imposed on
others. At least a king, dictator or chief technical officer in
a top-down organization, who makes all the decisions, has the
responsibility of living with them. When this is done byindividual congressmen, staff members, or central planners, they
have often more of the power and authority, but zero
responsibility for the results of their decisions.
THE PATRON SAINTS OF DIGITAL

The two patron saints of Digital are MacGregor and Sloan.
MacGregor said: "People, given the opportunity and the freedom,
really want to work." He did not say they wanted a program of
rewards to motivate them to work. He said they really wanted the
opportunity to do things that are creative, productive and
satisfying.
Sloan said that a company should be broken up into individual
businesses. Each one should have the freedom to run the business



and should not be interfered with by the top.
Alas, life is not completely simple and in Sloan's second edition
he acknowledges:

"But the fact that there are inconsistencies, and
complications, and paradoxes, does not change the result. Itis basically what you believe in your heart. If you believein your heart that everybody must be told what to do anddecisions must be made from the smartest people in the
company or the most powerful in the company, and you can'ttrust people to run their own operation, you get one set ofresults. If you basically believe that people have to have
the authority and the responsibility for the part of the
operation they plan and run, you get another set of results."

Some writers have observed that Sloan, in spite of his
pronouncement, did interfere and did make significantcontributions in detailed engineering and marketing to the
automobile industry, while preaching non-interference. This does
not really change the resulting fact which shows the interest
managers should have in the work of a company.
We used to joke about Jay Forrester's management, which we called
"post management." He put lots of energy, in very short
intervals, on specific projects which eventually gave him the
opportunity to know everything that was going on, and for
everyone to know him. However, he did not stay long enough to
take the feeling of responsibility or freedom away from the
people running an operation.
DIGITAL'S FIRST DIVORCE

My partner in starting Digital was Harlan Anderson. We worked
well together. He did much of the staff work, but it finally
became time for him to take on much of the responsibility. I
asked him run a PDP-6 product line. He did not do well and
eventually indicated he wanted to be a staff member who had equal
authority with me and could go around and tell anyone in the
Company what to do. I said: "No, no. You can take any part of
the Company. We will break off the Company; we will form a
company; we will buy a company; but, whatever you have authority
over, you have to have responsibility for." He thought by being
one of the founders and working with the Company for a long time
(like six years) it was time he had the position of telling
others what to do and yet, he should not be responsible for the
results. He thought it unfair when I imposed this rule, so he
left.
This is still a rule I would like to impose. However, being very
unnatural for efficiency's sake, individuals claim authority over
everything under them, with poor results. Or, staff members,
committee members, or committees claim authority to make
decisions for others. The results are often devastating. People



are not always happy, but they will take decisions from theExecutive Committee or the Board of Directors because these
people have responsibility for the results. People are oftenfrustrated when I do not make decisions for them. I want them totake responsibility for their proposals, plans and decisions, but
they would love to have me take the responsibility instead. Onetime, a personnel manager proposed we start several newcommittees with our senior managers who would off-load decision
making from the Executive Committee. It sounded so reasonable,we tried it. It was a catastrophe. People did not wantdecisions made for them by committees, regardless of how smartthe people were, because they wee not responsible for theresults.
THE UNNATURAL STATE OF FREEDOM

The history of Digital could be written in terms of back slidingfrom the state of freedom and responsibility. When we had
Product Lines, we ended up with so many we had to combine theminto groups. Every time we promoted a Product Line manager to
supervise a half dozen or so of the groups, they would invariably
say that Ken Olsen could not run one of these, but with their
experience, education and brilliance they can run everythingthemselves. Their first tactic would be to abolish the six
groups, make them one, and the manager, alone, would make all the
decisions, spend all the money, allocate all the resources,
usually with catastrophic results.
When we began doing business in Europe, we did very well in thefirst countries. It took a while before the managers realized
that they were to lay out the plans and the proposals, and to
take responsibility for making them work. When they finally
learned, we took the best people and used them to form
Headquarters in Geneva to run all of Europe. As one might guess,
they immediately took absolute control over every decision, every
number, every advertisement, every person and every country in
Europe. In time, the morale was terrible and the results were
poor.
We finally said every country in Europe would be independent and
their budgets would be sent directly to the States. They would
not be modified, changed or decided upon by Geneva. We sent
everyone home from Geneva, cut the staff way down, and the
results were fantastic. Since then, the growth in Europe has
been much faster than in the States.
Meanwhile, in the States, the management became top down in a
very severe way. Staff grew. Freedom was taken away from
accounts; more and more regulations, rules and controls were
imposed, and sales in the States deteriorated. With the New
Management System, we have changed all that. Morale and
productivity has picked up and the results are very promising.
In the last years of Gordon Bell, we had an infinite number of



committees--often self appointed, self ruling, self inflictingand self punishing--and we had an arbitrary boss who would kill
projects at whim, with the result that we had no products out forfive years. Fortunately, good work was done in several places.However, in many places no work was done at all.
We changed this by giving responsibility to groups, and the
productivity jumped fantastically. We never turned out so manythings with such high morale as in that period of time when we
entrusted people to lay out their plans and take responsibilityfor them.

In those good times, more and more of the planning becamecentralized. People felt they had little freedom, and they felt
the impact of a very strong central control, often by staff
without responsibility. Budgets were not stable, but political.There were efficiencies in making decisions, but morale and trust
had deteriorated.
Today, our pronouncements on freedom and entrepreneurial
opportunity have caught the attention of many people, but they
are terrified at the idea, and, in fact, they refuse to become
part of one of the traditional Digital operations. They give the
same answer the Russian farmer gave when asked if he wanted to
become a market driven farm. He said he did not trust them, they
would not give him the freedom anyway, and they would take it all
away from him.

I receive many notes from people in the Company who would like to
exploit their entrepreneurial ideas but see no opportunity, and
they do not want the overhead or stifling results of one of the
present organizations with their huge staff and all their
planning. They could never survive the financial and time
strain, and the stifling results of the overhead.

The question before us is: Do we want to formally lay out a way
in which we want to run Digital in the future? If so:

(1) are we going to do top-down planning;
(2) are we going to do planning by the people with the most

influence or the smartest;
(3) are we going to do it by an infinite number of

committees, each of which has no responsibility; or

(4) are we going to formalize and institutionalize the
freedom that makes American farms orders of magnitude
more efficient than planned, controlled Russian farms?
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